
 

Peak(s) Meall a’Chrasgaidh, Sgurr nan Clach 
Geala, Sgurr nan Each, Sgurr Mor, Beinn 
Liath Mhor Fannaich 

Elevation(s) (ft/m) Meall a’Chrasgaidh (3,064ft/ 934m) 
Sgurr nan Clach Geala (3,586ft/ 1093m) 
Sgurr nan Each (3,028ft/ 923m) 
Sgurr Mor (3,648ft/ 1112m) 
Beinn Liath Mhor Fannaich (3,130ft/ 954m) 

Date(s) July 12 2017 (Wednesday) 

Partner(s) Solo 

Elevation gain/loss (ft/m) +/- 5,916ft/ 1803m 

Distance (miles) 16.2 miles/ 26.07km 

Total time (hours/mins) 9 hours 34 minutes 

Equipment Trekking poles  

Weather Forecast Ullapool Hostel report – 3-8C clear in the morning with increasing clouds 

Weather Actuality A chilly start. I could see my breath. There were some clouds to start the 
day but overall nice. Occasionally breezy up high but generally a pleasant 
temperature. Cloud level rose throughout the day. 

Flora/Fauna N/A 

Wildlife A couple ptarmigans and an un-natural number of frogs! 

Starting Point/Trailhead Lochdrum (west side at the bridge over the dam) 

Grade/Rating Class 2 (US)/ Grade 1 – walking (UK) 

Accommodations Ullapool Youth Hostel 

Tourist Attractions N/A 

Motto for the day N/A 

 

Day 1  
Drive time Ullapool Hostel to Lochdrum est. 30 minutes 

Lochdrum to Leeds (post climb) est. 9 hours 30 minutes 

Daily Distance 16.2 miles/ 26.07km 

Daily Elevation +/- 5,916ft/ 1803m 

Daily Time 9 hours 34 minutes 

Depart Hostel 5.45am 

Arrive Lochdrum 6.15am 

Depart Car 6.35am 

Meall a’Chrasgaidh 9.05am 

Sgurr nan Clach Geala 10.05am 

Sgurr nan Each 10.50am 

Sgurr nan Clach Geala  11.50am 

Sgurr Mor 1.05pm 

Beinn L. Mhor Fannaich 2.05am 



Arrive Car 4.05pm 

The Story 
I woke up a little bit before my alarm in the 

Ullapool Hostel. I think it was partially because 

the window was open and the light was 

starting to filter in and partially because I was 

paranoid that the alarm would go off and wake 

everyone else up. I woke up around 5.00am 

even though the alarm was set for 5.15am. I 

tried to quietly gather all of my gear, change, 

and strip the bed linens. I think overall, I was 

able to keep the noise down fairly well. I 

mean, no obvious shouting at me! I had a 

mental list in my head of items not to forget 

too. Go to the kitchen and grab the food, go to 

the dry room and grab the boots. Etc. In that 

moment, so early in the morning, it seemed I 

was definitely going to forget to do at least 

one of the things on my to do list. I just kept 

telling myself, boots and food! I was able to 

get it all together and in the car a quarter to 

six. The streets were still quiet in Ullapool as I 

pulled out and headed south. The drive was 

lovely. There was a mist hanging over the 

south side of the loch that spread out onto the 

green landscape. I get why Scotland is often associated with the word ‘magical’. It has that eternal 

feeling that only the natural world is capable of giving. 

I was heading for Lochdrum but was also looking for a possible secondary start point. I didn’t see it on 

my way to Lochdrum so I pulled around and drove back along the road to take one more look but didn’t 

come across it. Guess I’d rather do the extra mile or so by starting at Lochdrum instead of driving around 

looking for a start point on the side of the road. I pulled over at a pull over labelled as ‘Parking’ on the 

side of the busy road. I gathered all of my gear together, still convinced I was going to lock the keys in 

the car or do something really silly. But to my great fortune, I was able to get through with everything 

and get on the road sans any major issues. Once I crossed the road over to the walkway crossing over 

the loch I noticed there was a lot more parking and further off of the road. It wasn’t labelled as parking 

but it certainly looked more accommodating. I went back and forth, worried that the car on the side of 

the road would be side swiped or moving it to a dubiously permissible location. I left it and continued on 

my way. First obstacle, a locked gate in front of the pathway. Is this still right to roam? Is a dam 

government property? Too much thought required. Just climb over. I clambered over the top and kept 

going.  

The ‘trail’ is actually a road so it was wide and clear for a while. I knew from the handy-dandy map I’d 

purchased in Ullapool that the road would end up a little higher and that there was a trail that shot off 

of it heading up towards the lake but that it too would peter out before the lake. I had my fingers 



crossed that it’d last longer but in reality, once the road ended the trail was already rough at best. I was 

able to follow some semblance of a trail or game path most of the way up but it was so faint I’m not 

sure if it was worth it or not. I had my earbuds in to help keep me motivated on the uphill. To put a little 

pep and jazz in my step. It was a chilly morning, I could see my breath at the car and although my core 

temperature had risen with the exertion I could still feel it was cool. A good time of the day for a run, as 

two gents apprised me of when they ran past me heading towards the lake. Well! Now I knew how 

slowly I was moving! How do they run without any water? 

I came up to the lake and just like every other step after the road it was most and my foot sunk a good 

two to six inches with nearly every step. The trail seemed gone. I eyed a ridge to my right that, although 

longer, wrapped around to the base of Meall a’Chrasgaidh. I couldn’t see that it was a ‘trail’ though so I 

just opted to skirt around the lake towards the base of it. I had to do some up and down and some 

maneuvering around water outlets but was generally able to make a partial circumnavigation of the lake 

without any major issues. That being said, this part felt like it dragged on. By the time I made it to the 

first actual incline that’d gain me some elevation on this peak I was already winded. Periodically 

stopping for air. The runner in the bright orange-red shirt had long since disappeared but I knew that 

they’d gone this way as well. Even though I was lagging, for no apparent reason, it never really crossed 

my mind to quit or turn around. I just knew I needed to press through and that once I had ascended to 

the summit I could have a snack and then most of the elevation would come in up and down segments 

so it wouldn’t be as demanding. Suck it up buttercup! I generally aimed straight up a grassy gully to 

intersect the shoulder and followed it to the summit. There was no trace of anyone around and it was 

beautiful. The clouds that’d obscured the summits earlier in the morning were dissipating and I could 

see for miles and miles all around. I quickly grabbed a bite of sandwich and some water. Marked the 

summit with the GPS, took a photo (more for the time stamp than anything), and shot off a message to 

Kyle to let him know where I was. Reception was spotty but I knew it’d go out when I hit a pocket of 

reception. While I was nibbling I orientated myself to the landscape and identified the peaks I was after 

and started to scout which way I wanted to approach the next. I could see a faint trail heading in that 

direction and I figured I’d stay close to that. But not really get my hopes up that it’d be an actual trail. 

Good thing. Cause.. it wasn’t really! 

But. As I suspected earlier it was easier going traversing around on these wide broad shoulders. I walked 

off Meall a’Chrasgaidh aiming for the little tarn on the northern (ish) shoulder of Sgurr nan Clach Geala. I 

was able to follow a semblance of a boot path for a good part of the way over but lost the path near the 

tarn. I then just scrambled up the scree aiming for the ridge. The first dark crag along the ridge is where 

the trail becomes more pronounced and it is very easy to follow up the summit from there. This summit 

looked a little craggy from afar but was still a hillwalk once you were on it. I crossed over Sgurr nan Clach 

Geala the first time at 10.05am but didn’t stop beyond marking it with the GPS, taking a photo and 

sending a quick message to Kyle. It was more of an up and over since I knew I’d have to pass over the 

summit a second time on the way back. After passing over the summit, marked by a cairn and a broken 

trig point I headed southeast along the ridge for a short distance and descended along that southern 

arm. There was a fairly well defined bootpath from Sgurr nan Clach Geala over to Sgurr nan Each. I’d 

turned off my tunes earlier in the day and now let my mind drift to wherever it felt like it wanted to go. 

It had a somewhat philosophical bent today as I pondered such random questions as “What point is 

there for an atheist to marry aside from legal reasons and those can be at least partially obtained from 

common law or partner laws?”. What?! No idea where that one came from! But that was the type of 



odd musings that characterized this section of the day. Free reign of the mind certainly brought some 

odd topics to the fore.  

 

The descent off of Sgurr nan Clach Geala was straight forward and gorgeous. The sun was starting to 

become more prominent and was only occasionally hidden by passing clouds. The sky was blue and the 

grass was green. It was peaceful. I particularly enjoyed the summit views, weather and general ‘feel’ of 

Sgurr nan Each. I dare say it might be my favorite summit of the day. I stopped for a quick snack and the 

usual repeat of GPS, photo and text. But I couldn’t stay still long. The antsy energy kept me wanting to 

keep going. I packed up my kit and headed off back downhill. The uphill of Sgurr nan Clach Geala was 

looking longer than I wanted it to, but surprisingly I felt pretty good the whole way up and it passed 

relatively easily. I did run into one gent between mountains. I briefly yelled over a hello and we each 

mentioned what our plans were for the day before heading off I separate directions. From up high on 

my second Passover of Sgurr nan Clach Geala I could see a group of three or four more people had come 

up between the two summits also. But I didn’t stick around. I again did a passover of Clach Geala and 

continued down to the other side. I followed the trail as far notherly as it’d take me and then went cross 

country towards the tarn. I passed it on the eastern side without any difficulty and continued 

crosscountry on easy terrain up to Carn na Criche. From that summit, I headed southeast up the rocky 

scree of Sgurr Mor. The trail was difficult to follow for the most part but the terrain wasn’t too difficult 

to just ‘go up’ as well. I kept my eyes trained on worn section of rock (absent of moss and lichen or 

differing in color) as a way to try and stay near the general trail and think I did a good job. It wasn’t 

strictly necessary though.  

I had been debating whether or not I should turn north-easterly and head towards Beinn Liath Mhor 

Fannaich to end the day or if I should try to head south-easterly and tag two more summits. I felt that 

physically I could do it. And Kyle had casually, and jokingly, thrown out that I’d be a wimp if I couldn’t at 

least do all seven summits in the area, the night before. I’d gone back and forth with myself but realized 

I’d been moving fast enough that I might be able to make the car by around four and if that was the case 

I might still be able to drive back to Leeds tonight and see Kyle, who was feeling a bit unwell. Plus, I 

could have a shower! Who wouldn’t drive nine hours for a shower?! At another level, I thought that it’d 

probably be good if I didn’t get too peak crazy. I should not be trying to undertake another list with such 

zeal as I did the hundred highest. It was difficult though because by this point I was feeling good. I was in 

my groove. My body was loving it. Basically I wanted Mor! Haha!  

I did opt to head northerly towards Beinn Liath Mhor Fannaich after a pit stop on Mor. I could see two 

people who were descending off of Mor and heading over to Mhor Fannaich and I had this knee-jerk 

reaction that I wanted to catch them. And if I didn’t have a rest I probably could have come close but I 

opted to take a ten-minute pit stop on Mor. Water is after all integral to success. Unless you’re Lonny! 



When I did stir myself to move 

again I found there was mercifully 

more of a bootpath between Mor 

and Mhor Fannaich. And of way 

more interest to me was the fact 

that there was a shelter of sorts 

located on the ridge between 

them. It was a small stone shelter 

that almost blended into the rocks 

(probably not good if you’re trying 

to find it in bad conditions..) but it 

looked sturdy and had a small 

stone entrance. I felt like there 

was a story there. I did not stick 

my head in for two reasons; 

spiders and feces. Two things I 

feared would be found there! Goodness! Im getting cynical AND soft! I passed another group of four or 

five that was moving in the opposite direction. They looked tuckered and didn’t have too much to say 

past general pleasantries. I followed the trail around to the west side of Beinn Liath Mhor Fannaich but 

when it kept traversing around I opted to just head straight up the scree. I pitched off balance once and 

twisted like a cat to avoid a fall (not a dangerous fall just a silly, uncomfortable type). With my poles and 

reflexes I have the agility of a cat!  

Per traditional fare, there were two cairns of nearly equal height on top of Beinn Liath Mhor Fannaich. 

They were right next to each other so it wasn’t a big deal I’m just curious as to why there are so many 

cairns or trig points next to each other but not at the same point. What am I missing here? Another 

quick snack, same old marking and updates and then I was off. At this point, I was planning on driving 

back to Leeds and wanted to get on the road as soon as possible because it was going to be a long drive! 

I did stop to ponder which route I wanted to take to get back to the car. For the most part, there didn’t 

seem like anyway I could go down that wouldn’t be possible. But which would be the best was to be 

determined. I did try to see where the other two people who had been ahead of me had gone but I saw 

no trace of them. Phantoms? With any real clues absent I just decided to follow the most gradual topo 

lines down towards the northeast loch. It was for the most part easy going but there was no trail at all. 

In a nutshell, that meant I had to really keep my eyes on my feet to avoid the uneven terrain obscured 

by grass, the holes created by water erosion and the steep slippery muddy sections. I definitely tipped 

and pitched more than once; under the watchful eye of a herd of deer. That’s it! They were cute until I 

learned that they are the harbingers of ticks! And now they’re everywhere! The descent down to the lake 

took a little longer than I was expecting as I had to navigate around some running water and rocks. That 

and frogs kept popping out at me. Seriously. What witchcraft is this? Biblical number of frogs running 

around. This had been an all-day type of affair at this point. I don’t know if I’d ever seen so many frogs in 

my life. Mountain frogs? 



A little above the water I started traverse around to the north side, up and over a lip and then down a 

gradual slope. If it was just a grassy slope I would have crushed out the distance but it was the same 

type of terrain with obscured holes, erosion, channels and bogs. Navigating the obstacles took a little 

more time. Over it. I pulled out the GPS to separate myself from the obstacle course for a minute and 

realized it wasn’t tracking. The batteries had died. Great. When did this happen? It couldn’t have been 

too long ago it was at least working on the summit. I shrugged off my pack and dug around for the spare 

batteries. The first ones I pulled out were also dead. I had one set left and it was the set I pulled from 

the GPS the day the day it wasn’t working. Please let them work! And like that prayers were answered. 

They were working. And since I just needed an hour or two of juice out of them I figured I’d be good to 

get to the car. I picked up my gear, threw my pack back on and kept walking. I could see the road ahead. 

I could see it for a while and was really excited about being on a ‘trail’ or at least on terrain where I 

didn’t have to concentrate so much on my 

feet! I was thrilled when I hit the trail! I 

could see that there were people ahead of 

me on the trail and I decided to see if I 

could gain on them before they hit the car. I 

was practically skipping on the hard-packed 

rocky road. I’d bypassed the longer mileage 

through the bog I’d done on the way up, 

effectively creating a loop. It did not take 

long at all to cover the remaining distance. I 

laughed when I approached the dam 

walkway and noticed there was a sign that 

said Danger of Drowning. Who is the 

intended target for this warning? Adults 

who hopefully can avoid the edges or 

children who aren’t going to read the sign? 

Regardless. I headed the instructions and 

practically ran across the bridge. It was then 

that I realized there was a walk around the 

fence that I hadn’t noticed this morning 

when I clambered over it like a trespasser. 

Typical. But it did make me laugh out loud! I 

got to the car, offloaded my gear, dove for 

the crisps and flavored water mix before 

getting in the hot car and stripping off my clothes as cars passed right by. I was surprised at how good 

and alert I was feeling! Homeward bound!  

I drove to Tore just north of Inverness to fill up on gas and then drove to Abington just south of Glasgow 

for gas and a Starbucks mocha Frappuccino. I don’t normally drink coffee but I figured a little wouldn’t 

go amiss as it was now 9.30pm and I had an estimated three and a half hours of driving left. I was 

absolutely loving the Scot FM 1 channel I was periodically getting. In particular I enjoyed the 50 songs 

your child should hear before the age of 11 segment because it was mostly campy classics that I could 

sing along with. They also did a segment on modern political folk music which was good and one on a 

modern group of three men who wrote current sea shanties for bars. Fascinating! The last hour was 



really tough and I started to drag a little bit but was extremely thankful to stumble into the house a little 

before on in the morning. I was creeping up on a twenty-hour day and it was going to be a little longer 

as I wanted a snack and a shower desperately. Blissful sleep followed. 

 

Lessons Learned 

1. Bogs are a national pandemic and British people pursue the Munros more than the Scottish.. 
or so it seems. 

2.  

3.  

 

 

Showing my route up Meall a’Chrasgaidh. I tended to head immediately uphill from the lake at the base. But it looks like any 
semblance of a trail may have followed the ridge. 



 

Looking from Meall a’Chrasgaidh over towards Sgurr nan Clach Geala. The orange showing the ascent. The trail which was 
difficult to follow around the tarn became more defined around the ridge. 



 

Partway down the south side of Sgurr nan Clach Geala looking towards the north shoulder of Sgurr nan Each. This had a fairly 
defined trail all the way between summits. There were a couple places where it disappeared but looking generally revealed 
tracks. 



 

Looking up the west shoulder of Sgurr Mor. Given the scree it was difficult to follow a 'trail' but staying on the ridge meant I'd 
catch pieces of it here and there. 



 

From a little below the summit of Sgurr Mor looking north-easterly towards Beinn Liath Mhor Fannaich. This had a fairly well 
marked trail over to the base. The trail wrapped around Beinn Liath Mhor Fannaich on the left side but was partially lost on the 
northern side. 



 

Descending off Beinn Liath Mhor Fannaich towards the lake on its north-eastern side. Bascially, cutting cross-country to try and 
avoid the longer boggy approach. 

 



 

 


